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In 2015, I was given the incredible opportunity of participating in a 16-week course taught by 
Colin Smith alongside of a few other guest speakers. During one of these sessions, I was struck 
by a statement made by Pastor Colin. He said, 

Don’t let the fear of legalism rob you of the benefits of a regular pattern of walking with God. 

His words caught my attention and I began to recognize ways that I had fallen into this 
skewed way of thinking. 

Legalism or Discipline? 

Some years ago, while in a small group with other young Christian couples, someone shared 
that they believed we shouldn’t force ourselves to pray before each meal. “For if we did, 
wouldn’t that be legalism?” they asked. “If we don’t feel thankful in the moment, aren’t we 
being hypocritical and legalistic to pray and thank God for our food simply out of habit?” 
Although something seemed a bit off in his reasoning, I found myself pondering it anyway. 
For a while, I even tried a little of his method, only praying before I ate when I felt moved to 
do so. I will admit, this caused me only to grow in a spirit of thanklessness. 

As I considered Pastor Colin’s challenge, I began to realize what a subtle, yet real, lie this has 
become in many believer’s lives. For fear of being legalistic, we can rob ourselves of the 
benefits of a regular pattern (or “spiritual disciplines”) of walking with God. Is this biblical or 
beneficial? Not at all! Paul makes it undeniably clear in 1 Corinthians 9:24-27: 

Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that 
you may obtain it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all things. They do it to receive a 
perishable wreath, but we an imperishable. So I do not run aimlessly; I do not box as one 
beating the air. But I discipline my body and keep it under control, lest after preaching to 
others I myself should be disqualified. 

How do we know if our habits are beneficial and necessary patterns of walking with God, or if 
they are driven more by a legalistic mentality? I find the definitions of legalism and disciplines 
to be helpful in understanding how the motives behind the two are what sets them apart. 

Legalism is defined as “excessive adherence to law or formula.” 
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Discipline is defined as “activity, exercise, or a regimen that develops or improves a skill; 
training.” 

The danger of confusing the two is that we can lose the important spiritual disciplines which 
are crucial to our growth, sanctification, protection, and intimacy with Christ. Therefore, as we 
consider whether our personal disciplines (or lack-thereof) are based on of legalism or the 
gospel, we can ask ourselves which of these seem most characteristic of us: 

Legalism is being disciplined in order to live up to the law in our own strength, for the sake of 
achieving justification of sins. (We can resort to this way of living even after becoming genuine 
believers, trying to save ourselves even though we have been given the gift of salvation in 
Christ.) 

Godly discipline is being disciplined in the strength of the Holy Spirit, with the purpose of 
sanctification, fully aware that justification comes only through salvation in Christ. For this 
reason we can say, “Christ has bought me with a price and, therefore, I will discipline myself 
to run the race he has set before me, ‘laying aside every weight and sin that clings so 
closely'”(Hebrews 12:1). 
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